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ABSTRACT 
A (0, 1) matrix U is defined to be complement totally unimodular (c.t.u.) if U a\ 
well as all matrices derived from U by certain complement operation5 are totally 
unimodular. Two decompositions of minimal violation matrices of total unimodular~ty 
are utilized to characterize the latter matrices by c.t.u. matrices. In addition propcr- 
ties of c.t.u. matrices are presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper introduces new characterizations for minimal violclilon 
matrices of total unimodularity. [In a totally unimodular (t.u.) matrix every 
square submatrix has determinant equal to 0 or f 1.1 Two decompositions 
for the inverse of minimal violation matrices are particularly useful in 
development of the results. The decompositions also aided substantially in 
the construction of a matrix which demonstrates that several known proper- 
ties of minimal violation matrices are not sufficient to characterize these 
matrices. The most important one of the new characterizations makes use of 
the concept of complement total unimodularity, a property that requires 
much more of a matrix than just total unimodularity. We also prove some 
properties of complement totally unimodular (c.t.u.) matrices, and investi- 
gate related minimal violation matrices. 
Properties of t.u, matrices have heen 1;tudied for quite some time no\\‘. 
Hoffman and Kruskal’s paper [ 161 on t.u. matrices, and the simultaueou\ 
work by Heller and Tompkins [15] on a special instance of tctal unl;modular- 
ity, led a number of researchers to explore properties and c.haractt~nr.:ations 
of such matrices. Early papers [12-141 dealt largely with spellific instances of 
total unimodularity, but then Camion [aI-51 and Ghouila-Houri :10] dis- 
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covered useful characterizations of mirimal violation matrices, and Tutte 
[28] characterized total unimoddarity in the setting of matroids. Subsequent 
papers [6,7,22,29] presented several extensions aa .d refinements, but surveys 
[ 1 I, 201 were somewhat incomplete. 
In an attempt to bring together all these results [23] it became clear that 
the properties of minimal violation matrices FO carefully studied by Camion 
[S-5] are most easily developed from the inverses of these matrices. Starting 
from total unimodularity t17,24-271, one can also define several types of 
unmodularity, of which one [M] extends graph-theoretic concepts [1,9]. 
Conclusions of this paper confirm the intuitive notion of [23] that the inverse 
of minimal violation matrices is of central importance for properties and 
characterizations of these matrices. 
Some time after completion of this work, Seymour [21] presented a 
decomposition of regular matroids which provides an efficient characteriza- 
tion of t.u. matrices. Hence one may now efficiently check whether or not a 
given matrix is a minimal violation matrix of total unimodularity. Here we 
are interested in the algebraic structure of minimal violation matrices, an 
issue not addressed in [21]. 
Before proceeding we introduce a few conventions and definitions, If A 
is a matrix, then A,, denotes the element in row i and column 1. Ai* is the ith 
row, and A, is the jth column. In particular I is the identity and E is a 
matrix consisting of ones. An inegral matrix is Lhkrian if all row and column 
sums are even. All vectors are column vectors; e is a vector of ones, and ui 
denotes the ith unit vector. Whenever all elements of a matrix or vector are 
membersofaset {a,&y,...}, we will say that the matrix or vector “consists 
of {aJ3,y,...}‘~; th e same fact is expressed by “is a { a,fi, y, . . . }” matrix or 
vector. 
DEFINITION 1, A matrix G of order na is minimal non-totally-unhwdulur 
(min. non-t.u.) if G is non-t.u., and all proper submatrices are t.u. Ruther, 
G=[+2] must hold if m=l. 
The second part of Definition 1 is nonstandard, but it simplifies the 
presentation of results. 
DEFINITION 2. A nonsingular matrix G is in stundzrdform if both row I 
and column 1 of G -i are nonneg,ative. 
Frequently rows and/or columns of a matrix will be multiplied by -C 1 
factors to bring the matrix into standard form. Such an operation will simply 
be termed scaling. 
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This section develops the new characterizations of min. non-t.u. matrices, 
and in the process establishes the following known properties. 
G consists of (0, _ + l} if of order > 2, and G = [ 2 21 otherwise. 
detG= 22. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
G - ’ exists and consists of { + k }. 
G is Eulerian. 
e %e = 2 (mod 4). 
These properties are due to Camion [3-S] and Gomory (cited in [S]). 
Though (3) is not explicitly stated in [S], it is nevertheless an immediate 
consequence of results of that paper. 
Let the (m+ 1) x (m+ 1) matrix G satisfy (3) and be in standard form. 
Two decompositions of G - ‘, one additive and the other one multiplicative, 
will be particularly useful. The additive decomposition is 
(6) G-'=$+2(U) 
where U is an m X m { 0, 1 } matrix and 
(7) 
The multiplicative decomposition involves the same U as (6), and is defined 
bY 
(8) G-‘=R.Y(U).C, 
where 
Note that U must be nonsingular by (8) (in fact, (det G - I]= k ]det VI), and 
that any G - ’ defined by (6) or (8) with a nonsingular { 0, l} U leads to G in 
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standard form. If we solve (8) for G, WE get 
(10) 
a e’CI_’ 
G- I-k-l U-‘e - u-1 
wh,are a=2-efU-‘e. 
We Frst link operations in G and Cr. To this end we need the following 
definitior.. 
DEFMTIOS 3. The role: i-conzplcn~t of a { 0, 1} matrix U is derived 
from Cr by the following operation. In each column U*l such that U,t= 1, 
replace each entry except for U,, by its complement (i.e., replace 1 by 0 and 
0 by 1). The column i-comphnent of U is the transpose of the row 
i-complement of U’. 
EXAMPLE. 
The row 3-complement of 
(11) 
is 
1 1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 
[!= 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 
U’= 0 1 1 0 1 * 
0 0 1 0 1 
00111 
It is easily seen that U and U’ have same absolute determinant. 
LEMMA 1. S?cppose G satisfies (3) and is in stundurd form, so G - ’ = i E 
+ Z( I:) for some { 0, 1 } tnutrir U, 
(a) :r r t Ii’ (V”) be the row i-complement (column i-complemmt) of U. 
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(b) D&us G ’ (G ‘) from G by the following opemtion. 
G ‘: Exchange columns 1 and i + 1. Then multiply rote i + 1 hy - I, j)r 
every i such that Cl,, = 1. 
G2: Exchange rows 1 and i + 1. Then multiply column i + 1 1)~ - I, for 
every j such that WI, = 1. 
Then G1 and G2 satisfy (3) and are in standurd form. Further, (G ‘) - ’ = 1 Z; 
+Z(U’) and (G2)-1=iE+Z(U2). 
Proof. Lek A be derived from Z (of same order as G) by changing the 1 
in each row j+l of Z to -1 if UC, = 1. Define B from Z by exchanging 
columnslandi+l.ThenA-1=A:~ndB-1=B.BydefinitionC~1=rZ~G~H, 
so (G’)_’ = B-G - ‘-A implies that (G ‘) - ’ satisfies (3). By (6), (8), and the 
definition of U’ 
= R*Y( U’)-c 
=$E+ Y(U’). 
Finally, G1 is in standard form by the note following (9). The claim 
connecting G2 and U2 is proved similarly. 0 
How many different matrices may be derived from a square (0, 1) matrix 
U in a sequence of complement operations ? Let Cl’ be the row i-co~npk- 
ment of U, and U2 be the row k-complement of U, where k#i. It is easily 
seen that U2 also results when we exchange rows i and k in the row 
k-complement of U. Suppose now one obtains Z-J” from U by first performing 
a row complement operation, followed by a column complement operation. 
Then the same U3 is obtained if one reverses the order of the two step\. 
These two observations prove that any matrix obtained from CT by repeated 
use of complement operations may also be constructed in at most one ro\\ 
complement step and/or one column complement step, followed possibly by 
some row and/or column exchanges. So if Z_J is m x m, m 2 2, then at most 
(m + 1)’ different matrices (not counting row and/or cohur~n permutation\) 
may be derived from U in any sequence of complement operations. 
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Next we present some characterizations of min. nor&u. matrices. Let 
where both G and A are nonsingular. Define F to be the well-known Schur 
complement (G/A) = D - CA -iB of A in G. Anally let $ be the set that 
has G and all Schur complements F that may be derived from G (possibly 
after row and/or column exchanges in G) as members. 
LEMMA 2. The following statements are equivalent for a nonsingular 
matrix G: 
(i) G is min. non-t.u. 
(ii) F is min. rwn-t.u. VF ET. 
(iii) detF= 22 WFET. 
(iv) Eve y square submutrix H of G - ’ has det H = b or & $. 
Proof. We assume the nontrivial case where G is not a scalar, and first 
review two elementary results about Schur complements. Schur’s de- 
terminantal formula is 
03) det G/detA = det( G/A) 
for G and A of (12). Suppose A has a nonsingular submatrix A1 in the 
northwest corner. We then combine (13) with the quotient property of Schur 
complements [8], F = (G/A) = [( G/A’)/(A/Al)], to get 
detF= det(G/A1) 
det(A/A’) ’ 
(i)=s(ii): Let x be a n_onsingular submatrix of some F’=(G/A’) E 5. 
Without loss of generality A resides in the northwest corner of 8 . It is easily 
seen that x is equal to some (ALA ‘), where A resides in the northwest 
corner of G. By 113) detA = (detA) (det A’) #O, so F= (G/A) is defined. 
Equation (14) implies that det F=det F ‘/detx Now A and A* are both tu., 
so by (13) ]det F I( = ]detFI = ldet Cl. We conclude that detA= + 1, and that 
F ’ must be min. non-t.u. 
(ii)*(Z): Take any 2 X 2 F E 9. Then F has necessarily four -C 1 entries 
and det F = k 2. We have already shown that ldet F I = ldet G I V F E 5; hence 
detF= k-2 WFE9’. 
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(iii)*(i): Let A be a nonsingular submatrix of G. Without loss of 
generality A resides in the northwest corner of G. By (13) and (iii) 
detG/detA =det F= +2 and det G = ?2, so detA = + 1, Hence G is min. 
non-t.u. 
(iii)+iv): It is well known that every F -’ of F E ‘3 is a nonsingular 
submatrix of G -r and conversely. 
Lemma 2 is now utilized to prove (l)--(5) for min. non-t.u. G. 
LEMMA 3. If G is min. non-t.u., then (l)-(3) hold. 
Roof. AsL*June the nontrivial case where G is of order 22. Lemma 2 
implies (1) and (2) as well as the fact that H = G - ’ consists of (0, k i }. 
Suppose Z$ = 6. Let G (fl) be G (H) with column (row) j deleted. Then 
E-R*, = Uk, where c has full column rank. But uk is integral, so G t.u. 
imphes that ti*k must be integral as well, which is impossible. Hence 
H==G-‘isa{?i}matrix. q 
LEMMA 4. I’G is integraLand satisjies (3), then (4) and (5) hold as well. 
Further, G can be scaled to G such thdrt e %e =2. 
Proof Suppose we scale G to a matrix c in normal form. By (lo), e is 
Eulerian and e ‘ce = 2, which establishes the second claim. But :?? Eulerian 
implies that G is Eulerian as well. Further, scaling of a row or cohunn of G 
changes the sum of all entries 1-y a multiple of four, so 2 = e ‘& re ‘Ge (mod 
4). q 
By Lemmas 3 and 4 every min. non-t.u. G satisfies (l)-(5), where (4) and 
(5) are implied by (1) and (3). The following counterexample shows that 
conditions (l)-(3) are not sufficient to characterize min. non-t-u. matrices. 
Suppose we use CJ of (11) in (lo), getting the 6 X 6 matrix 
[l 1 (TJ -1 (TJ -11 
(15) G= ’ ’ 
0 0 
G satisfies (l)-(3) by (6)-(10). On the other hand the circled entries of G 
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define a min. non-tu. submatrix of G. Later on it will be shown that this 
counterexample is of minimal order; i.e., conditions (l)-(3) do require 
(m + 1) X (m + 1) G to be min. non-t.u. if m < 4. 
It is quite easy to characterize matrices that satisfy (l)-(3). 
THEOREM 1. Gicen CI nonsinguhr matrix C of o&r (m + 1) 2 2: 
la) Let G sutisfy (I)--(3j and be in standard form, and define U by 
Z(I’)=G-‘-;E. 2’7 zen U, and all matrices that may be derived from U by 
ont or more complement operations, have (0, 2 1) inverses. 
(b) Suppose G= [$ E+ Z( U”)]-’ for some non&g&r {0,1} matrix U”. 
Let i and k denote two integers between 1 and m, and &fine 
U ’ = row i-complement of U”, 
1. ” = column k-complement of U”, 
U3 = column k-complement of U ‘. 
Zf the LT’, I = 0, 1,2,3, kucc { 0, 2 1 } incerses, then G satisfies (l)-(3) und is 
in standard form. 
Proqf. (a): Let II’ be U or a matrix derived from U by row and/or 
column complement operations. By Lemma 1 (G’)-’ = ;E + Z( U’) is the 
inverse of a matrix derived from G by column and/or row exchanges and 
certain scaling steps. Hence G’ is a (0, ? l} matrix. Equation (LO) shows that 
-(U’)-’ is a submatrix of G’, so (U’)-’ is a (0, + l} matrix. 
(b): By the assumptions G satisfies (3) and is in standard form. Now 
det U”= r+ 1 since U” is a (0, l} matrix with { 0, -+ 1) inverse, and by (8) 
]detG-‘]=~]detU”], which establishes (2). Statement (1) is now proved 
using (U”)-’ through ( U3)-’ in (10). Since (U’)-’ is a (0, 2 l} matrix, at 
most row 1 and column 1 of G may have entries other than 0, t 1. If we 
exchange columns 1 and i + 1 in G and muhiply each row j 9 1 by - 1 
whenever L$) = 
z(W)]-‘, 
1, then by Lemma 1 the resulting G ’ is equal to [i E + 
and by (1.0) column i + 1 of G1 (i.e., column 1 of G after some 
scaling) contains 0, ? 1 entries only, except possibly for the first element. The 
analogous result can be proved for row 1 of G using U2. Finally G,, is shown 
to be 0 or 2 1 using U”. m 
COROLLARY 1.1. If iiie matrices U I, I= 0, 1,2,3, of Theor 1 have 
(0, +- I} inverses, her! any U’ dericed from U” by complement opemtions 
satwfies the follou:ing: 
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(a) (U’)-’ is a (0, -C l} matrix. 
(b) e’(V)-’ and (Cl’)-‘e ure (0 , 21 l} uectors, anct e ‘( U’)- ‘e is equal to 
1,2, or 3. 
Proof. Combine (lo), Lemma 1, and Theorem 1. 
DEFINITION 4. A (0,l) matrix is conapZement totdy unimddar (c.t.u.) 
if U and all matrices that may be derived from U by complement operations 
are t.u. 
In the next section it will be shown that many t.u. matrices are not c.t.u., 
so complement total unimodularity is indeed a very restrictive property. 1Ve 
first link complement total unimodularity and minimal violation matrices of 
total unimodularity. 
THEOREM 2. l%e following statements are equivalent. 
(i) C is min. non-t.u. 
{ii) Possibly nfier some scaling, G = [i E C Z( Cl)] - ‘, where U is (1 nonsin- 
gulur (0,1} c.t.u. matrix. 
(iii) Evey nonsingulur subrnutrix H of G -’ has det Ii = IT d. 
(iv) Eve y nonsi~gulur submutrix H of C - ’ is the inverse of sots mitt. 
non-t.u. nwtrix. 
(v) Every nonsingulur sdnnutrix fi of 2G -’ has ldet G( minimal tinlong 
all nonsingular ( 2 1) nuzfrices of same order. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i), (iii), and (iv) follows f’rom Lemma 2 and 
its proof. Below we consider the nontrivial case where G is not a scalar. 
(iii)*(ii): Let U’ be equal to U or any matrix derived from LT hy 
complement operations. By Lemma 1 there exists G’ obtained from G by 
row *d/or column exchanges and scaling such that (G ‘)- ’ = i E + Z( U’). 
Let U be any nonsingular submatrix of CT’, and suppose that rows and 
c_olumns in U’ [and correspondingly in G’ and (G ‘) - ‘1 are so arranged that 
U resides in the northwest comer of U’, Then (G’)- * contains a square 
submatrix fi such that H= i E+ Z(u), w jere l- E is a square submatrix of E. 
By the note folloMng (9), g is nonsingular, and detg- ?z i by (iii). Then 
det 6= 5 1, and U’ must be t.u. 
(ii)=$iii): Let fi be a nonsingular submatrix of G - ‘. If necessary, 
exchange rows and/or columns, and scale G so that the resulting C’ is in 
standard form and E’, the matrix corresponding to g, resides in the 
northwest corner of (G’)- *. Then H’= : E-t Z(c), where 3 is a subiilatrix 
of U’, which in turn is derived from U by complement operations as well as 
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row and/or column exchanges. Since H’ is nonsingular, d<‘t 9 = + 1 must 
hold, and det H’ = -I- i. We conclude that det H= + i as well. 
@-(iv+(v): Let I? be an (m+ 1) X (gn+ I) nonsingular submatrix of 
2G - ‘, and suppose K is an arbitrary n~nsingular { k 1) matrix of same order 
as I?. Assume I? and K are so scaled that I?=2.R-Y(U)C and K=2*R*Y(V) 
.C, where R, Y( s), C are the_ matrices of (9), and U and V are m x m {O,l} 
matrices. By (ii)- det(iH) = + i and det JJ= -C 1, so 
06) 
since det V must b_e integral. 
(v)+(iii): Let H be an arbitrary (~bl+ 1) X (m + 1) submatrix of 2G -l, and 
define K by K=2*R*Y(V)*C, where V is an m X m nonsingular (0, 1) 
matrix. By (16) ]detK 1 is bounded_below by 2”, and $is value is achieved 
with V= I. By the assumption on H we then have det H= + 2” and det( i ri) 
= k i, which proves (iii). q 
Recently we received a paper by Kress and Tamir [18] where equiva- 
lence of (i) and (iii) of Theorem 2 is proved by a somewhat different 
approach. It should also be noted that (m+ 1) X (m+ 1) 2G -i of a min. 
non-t.u. matrix G is the opposite of a Hadamard matrix as far as the 
determinant is concerned. The latter matrix [assuming it exists-a necessary 
condition is m + 1~ 0 (mod 4)] has maximal absolute determinant among all 
{ k 1} matrices of same order (see, e.g., [19, p. 3791). 
It was shown above that (l)-(3) may hold for matrices that are not min. 
non-t.u. We now prove that the related counterexample (15) is of minimal 
order, as claimed previously. 
COROLLARY 2.1, Let G be ojorder m+l and k=max{m-3,O). Then 
G is min. non-t.u. iff G sc%sfies (l)-(3) and every k X k submatrix of G is 
t.u. 
Proof* =X By Lemma 3. 
c=: We assume the nontrivial case where G is not a scalar, and first 
investigate the case where k < 1, i.e., m + 1 < 5. It may be assumed that G is 
in standard form, so we can defirle U of order m Q 4 by Z(V) = G - ’ - i E. 
By Theorem 1 U, and all U’ tha may be derived from U by complement 
operations, have (0, + l} inverses. Since U and U -I are integlal, det W= 
+ 1. Hence if U is not t.u., it contains a min. non-t.u. submatrix U of order at 
most 3. Only one such submatrix may occur (up to column and/or row 
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i 
1 0 1 
c= 
1 10. 
0 1 1 I 
But then U-’ contains an element equal to + ldet Gl= k 2, a contradiction,, 
so U is t.u. This argument applies to each U’ as well, so U is indeed c.t.u. By 
Theorem 2 G is then min. non-t.u. Now suppose that k > 1, andlet % bfe a 
min. non-t.u. proper submatrix of G. By assumption the order of G is at least 
k + 13 3. Rearrange G so that G resides in the northwest corner of G. 
Furthermore, G is to have a (k - 1) X (k - 1) nonsingular D in its northwest 
corner. Let F and F be the Schur complements (G/D) and (c/D), 
respectively. F is a submatrix of F, and it is min. non-t.u. by Lentma 2. The 
order of F is (m + 1) - (R - 1) = 5, since k = m - 3. We will now show thart F 
satisfies (l)-(3), which is impossible by the above p!oof for k Q 1. Evelry 
entry of F may be viewed as a Schur complement (G/D), where_ c is an 
appropriately selected k x k submatrix of G. By assumption L) and G are t.u.; 
hence we have det(e/L)) = det c/detD = 0 or + 1, which proves (1). Now 
det F- det( G/D) = det G/det D = 2 2 implies (2). Requirement (3) is trivi- 
ally satisfied, since F - ’ is a submatrix of G - ‘. 
COMPLEMENT TOTALLY UWIMODULAR MATRICES 
C.t.u. matrices play a centr& role in the characterization of min. non-t.u. 
matrices, so it seems worthwhile to elcamine their properties in s3me dekail. 
From the definition we have immediately 
LEMMA 5. Every submatrix of a {O, l} c.t.u. matrix is c.t.u. 
It is easily seen that all (0, l} t.u. matrices with at most three rows and 
columns are c.t.u. However, when four or more rows or columns are 
considered, many (0, 1) t.u. matrices fail to be c.t.u. For example, the 4~4 
identity and 
1 1 0 0 
A’= 
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are not c.t.u. If we take the row l-complement in the 4 X4 identity3 we 
obtain A’ as a submatrix. Then the column l-complement of A ‘, which is 
A2= 
1 1 1 0 
is not t.u. This simple observation leads to several necessary conditions for 
c.t.u. matrices. Since we are mainly interested in nonsingular (0, 1) matrices, 
we will describe the results under this assumption. 
DEFINITION 5. Let A be a sqiuare (0, l} matrix. 
(a) Form an undirected graph from A where each node corresponds to a 
row or column of A and where an edge connects nodes i and i iff A,, = 1. The 
node set of each connected component of this graph represents a subset of 
rows and columns of A. The corresponding submatrix of A is a block of A. 
(b) Matrix A is solid trkzngdur if after some row and/or column ex- 
changes the resulting A’ satisfies A#; = 1 iff i > j. 
In Lemmas 6 and 7 below, the modifier “possibly after some row and/or 
cohrmn permutations” should be added to all statements about structural 
properties of matrices. 
LEMMA 6. A nonsingulur (0, 1) matrix is solid triangular iff it does not 
contain a 2 ~2 identity. 
The proof of Lemma 6 is straightforward, and we omit details. 
LEMMA 7. Let CJ be a nonsingulur (0, 1) c. t.u. matrix. 
(a) If A has two blocks, then at least one of them is solid triangular. 
(b) If A has three blocks, then they are all solid triangulur. 
(c) A does not contain more than three blocks. 
Proof. If any one of the claims is violated, then matrix LJ comains a 
4 X 4 identity by Lemma 6, and hence cannot be c.t.u. 
LEMMA 8. 
U - ‘e are both 
Let U be a nonsingular {C, 1) c. t.u. matrix. Then e’U -’ and 
(0 , 5 I} uectors, and e ‘U - ‘e is equal to 1, 2, or 3. 
Proof. Follows from Corollary 1.1. 
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THEOREM 3. Let U” be a (0, l} matrix with m rows (not necessa,riZy 
square), and U’ be the ro2e~ i-complement of U”, for i = 1,2,. . . ,m. Then U” 
is c.t.u. ifs 
A e’ ‘= 
i 1 u’ is t.u. for i=O,l,..., m. 
Proof. =+: Let H be a nonsingular submatrix of A I. If H is a submatrix 
of U’ as well, then H must be t.u., since U’ is t.u. Else 
where Z’ (3) is a subvector (submatrix) of et (CT). Suppose H*i is defined 
from A&.. The column 
l-complement of H, say 
j-complement of A’ has as s&m&ix the cohmrn 
H’= 
1 0 [tl Y v 
The matrix V is a submatrix of the column j-complement of U’, so V is t.u., 
and ldet H I= ldet H’I = 1. We conclude that A I is t.u. 
c=: Let V be a nonsingular submatrix of the column i-complement of Cy’, 
and let @ be the submatrix of II’ corresnonding to V. If U:, defines a 
column of F, then <T’ and V have sake 
det V= k 1. Else adjoin to 6 the appropriate 
well as subvector Zf of et such that matrix 
absolute determinants, and 
subvector of CC+,, say 31, als 
results. By the construct,on fir is a square submatrix of A ‘; hence det (7’ = 4 
or 2 1. The column l-complement of fit is equal to 
i 0 
[ 1 Y v’ 
so ldetC?‘J=IdetVj=I. H ence the column j-complement of I”’ is t.u., anc~ 
U” is c.t.u. 
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Let 1 be a matrix derived from Z by replacing some + 1 entries by - 1. It 
is well known [X,29] that total unimodularity of a matrix U is equivalent to 
the requirement that all extreme points of polyhedron Z’(J, b) = { XI Ur + JS = 
b; x 2 0; s > 0} be integral for all J and fcr all ;ntegral b. Suppose P(J, b) is 
the polyhedron of a combinatorial optimization pronlem, and U is a (0, l} 
c.t.u. matrix. By Theorem 3 one may add the restriction e ‘X 4 k or e ‘X > k, k 
integral, to the problem without losing integrality of extreme points in the 
resulting polyhedron. This property is termed the intersection property in [2]. 
Suppose a square [0, 1) matrix A is not c.t.u., I.e., after some complement 
operations the resulting matrix A’ contains a min. non-t.u. submatrix. Let M 
be a min. non-t.u. submatrix of minimal order that may be derived from A as 
ciescribed. Then every M’ obtained from M by complement operations must 
also be min. non-t.u.. Suppose, to the contrary, that M’ properly contains a 
min. non-t.u. matrix. It is easily seen that M’ is a submatrix of a matrix 
derived from A by complement operations, so M cannot be of minimal order. 
These considerations motivate the following definition. 
DEFINITION 6. A { 0, 1 } matrix M is min. mm-c. t.u. if M, and ei*ery 
matrix that may be derived from M by complement operations, are min. 
non&u. 
Min. non-c.t.u. matrices have interesting properties not always displayed 
by min. nori-t.u. matrices. 
THEOREM 4. Let M be a (m W(m+l) {OJ) min. non-c. t.u. matrix. 
(a) Ez,ey rn X m submutrix U of M is c. t.u. Further, U - 1 exists, and it 
can be scaled to a c.t.u. mutrix. 
(b) The vectors E’M-’ and M-‘e consist of { 2 i}. 
(c) MX = e for some { + $ } vector x. 
(d) M is of odd order. 
Proof (a): Every proper submatrix of M, in particular any m X m U, 
must be c.t.u., since otherwise M is not min. non-c.t.u. On the other hand 
result ?f the previous section apply to min. non-t.u. M, and by Theorem 2 
U -’ exists and can be scaled to a c.t.u. matrix. 
(b): Let r=(C-‘)‘, where C is defined in (9). It is easily verified that 
G = T-M lmay be derived from the row l-complement of M by scaling, so G 
mvbt be min. non-t.u. The matrix G -’ = M -‘ST -’ consists of { _+ i} and has 
the vector M -‘e as first column. Similarly etM -’ is a { 4 i} vector as well. 
(c): Choose x = M -le. Then Mx= e. 
(d): By (b) above and (3), both M - ‘e and M - ’ consist of { + i }. This 
implies that M is of odd order. 
COMPLEMENT TOTAL UNIMODULARITY 911 
Several cr&al comments by A. Tamir have led to an improved prestrtta- 
tion. 
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